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Summary

In the project we seek to explore the possibilities in different types of recycled materials as daylight 
filtering elements. We aim to explore how such materials can best be used as part of the climate 
shield under the strict rules for energy economy in low energy houses. Our thesis is that it is possible 
to create solutions where the daylight in the room has a high perceptive quality.

We explored the possibilities with two materials 1) A shield of cut aluminium-cans and 2) a shield of 
misprinted plastic cards in different colours. Both shields were contained in a 100x165 cm frame of 
mahogany wood and were tested at three different positions in a 575x595x292 cm room. We meas-
ured the light conditions in 144 points in the room and evaluated the light perception.

The aluminium cans dispersed the light to provide a pleasant light and given a suitable frame size. 
We consider the aluminium cans as a relevant possibility for daylight shielding in low energy houses. 
The plastic cards provide a decorative element by creating interesting contrasts between light and 
shadow and consequently create a particular atmosphere in the room. They exclude however, in the 
current variant, too much light, which may be rectified by development of the concept.

Keywords: daylight, shielding, perception, light distribution

1. Introduction
1.1 Architectural perception of daylight 

In architecture daylight traditionally plays a double role: it includes both a strong aesthetic element 
and an important functional element that facilitates the use of space.

The perceived is a reflection of the daylight effect on different parameters: for instance superficial 
structures, depth, and relief effects, contrast ratio, glare, or colors. The structure of the spatial bound-
aries, including reflections and shadows delineate the three-dimensional space and allow spatial 
experiences and orientation ability. We often associate these boundaries with the walls, floor and 
ceiling. But spatial experience arises as a consequence of an interaction between light, acoustics, 
material colors and texture. It is phenomenological issues which are not physically palpable as the 
functional aspect. Materiality and textural sensations are especially prominent when we get as close 
to room boundaries that we can physically feel them [1]. However it is also obvious that the light in 
some contexts only creates the space [2]. It is clear that both elements are vital to human comfort 
and health.

The eye is a flexible sensory apparatus which is able to adapt to the very large variations of light 



intensity to which it is exposed, but the retina must have time to adjust its sensitivity to the current 
amount of light. At a given level of light the eye has, however, a limited span. Large differences in 
lightning gives glare and sharp contrasts close together can result in discomfort or impaired vision. 
It is therefore important to create a gradual transition between the bright outdoor light and the often 
more dim indoor light so the eye can rest and thus gradually become accustomed to the strong light 
outside. Deep window openings, bright surfaces and surfaces with varying angle of light helps to 
create visual stepping stone between inside and out, so glare is reduced. Dark surfaces and lack of 
illuminated surfaces near the window can cause unpleasant sharp contrasts and sometimes glare. 
Glare is often a result of a perception that there is sufficient light, the eye adapts to the bright areas.

These issues regarding light has occupied an increasing place in our consciousness through its im-
pact on sustainable energy. The challenge is to keep focus on the aesthetic parameters during the 
course of this development?

1.2 The daylight shield

The architectural balance between opening and shielding is not solely a question of building block-
ing the light and the light opening passing the light. Buildings often consist of facades with large 
areas of glass that allows large amounts of light into the room and creates a large area to look out 
through. But both for climatic and visual reasons, there may be a need for additional shielding and 
a regulation of the light in the open areas of the facade [3]. Usually there is a need for some degree 
of filtering of the strong light from outside, and we therefore find it interesting to test new forms of 
daylight shielding.

Daylight shielding provides an opportunity to grade and regulate the direct sunlight at exposed fa-
cades. 

The challenges associated with modern building physics and the requirements of low energy con-
sumption can potentially threaten the quality of indoor climate and the perception of the room e.g. 
consequent to poor daylight. It is therefore important to provide an optimal use of climate variables 
e.g. through development of more complex and dynamic shields. 
Our thesis is, that despite stricter requirements on energy consumption it is possible to create so-
lutions, where the architecture ensures, that the daylight provides the room with a high perceptive 
quality.

The focus of the project is to investigate the impact of daylight filtering by a climate shield construct-
ed from recycled materials (to keep energy compsumption low) and its consequences for the room 
in terms of perception and in terms of function (how much daylight gets in), which are both central 
for the wellbeing. 

2. Methods
The project aims to produce information on the potential of two selected shields (constructions) at 
the aesthetic, experiential and functional level and to examine and describe the quality of daylight 
coming into the room.

The two shields were investigated and compared with an aperture 
without screening.

Shielding 01:
The enclosures are constructed from the cut aluminum cans which 
are held together by aluminiumsclips from the same material (cans) 
and contained in a frame of 100x165 cm. The rings are inside un-
treated aluminum and the outside is multi colored. In approximately 
1/3 of the cans smaller screens of the same material are attached. 
These screens are positioned so that the cans without screens form 

Fig.1



a circle. The enclosures are mounted in a wooden frame (100x165 
cm) and fill the frame out (Fig.1).

Shielding 02:
The enclosures are constructed of misprinted plastic cards in differ-
ent colors. The cards are broken twice and welded together to form 
a 3-dimensional structure through which daylight can be filtered. 
The cards are mounted in a wooden frame (100x165 cm) with fish-
ing lines and cover nearly the entire frame (Fig.2).
 

The frames were placed in a room with an envelope of glass (10 mm) from floor to ceiling which fills 
the entire one wall of the room. The room is 575 x 595 x 292 cm and oriented towards the southeast.
In a grid with 50 cm between the grid points I measured the brightness in lux at a height of 80 cm 
(a.p. table height) and calculated based on these measurements a daylight factor. I used a daylight 
meter (Gossen, model Mavolux 5032C), which measures both the room light power (lux) and con-
trast level (luminance / Candela).

Study1:
Frames with and without shielding were placed in the middle of the glass facade, with the lower edge 
of the frame at a height of 75 cm. The rest of the facade was covered with a blackout curtain.

In the first study we compared, the effect of the two shields with respect to daylight filtering with an 
aperture without shielding and related the measurements to the two different materials properties 
and expression.

Study2:
In study 2, we examined the impact of the location of the light-emitting surface on the impingement 
of daylight and compared again the two shields.

The frames with screens were placed respectively in the middle of the glass facade with the lower 
edge of the frame at a height of 75 cm and 160 cm and in one side of the room with the lower edge 
of the frame at a height of 75 cm.

3. Results

Fig.2
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Shielding 01 
Aluminium cans 
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Shielding 02 
Plastic cards
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3.1 Study 01 

Study 1 shows that in the first case the aperture without shields sent most light into the room (Fig.3). 
There was only enough light transmitted into the room to have a daylight factor of 2% near the open-
ing.  A daylight factor of 2% is defined as a satisfactory light level to work and perform other activities 
in. Light intensity declined rapidly so that large parts of the room were perceived as dark.

The second situation (Fig.4) shows that aluminum cans have a shielding effect (i.e. the brightness of 
the room is less than without shielding). On the other hand the aluminum cans spread the light better 
in space because the inside of the rings have a great reflection capability and due to their circular 
forms send light out to all parts of the room. This shielding is visually very open and seen almost as 
a Venetian blind in space. It gives a very pleasant light in the room, and has no glaring effect despite 
the cans considerable reflection ability. The enclosures are of high aesthetic quality.

The third situation (Fig.5) with plastic cards gave a significant reduction of the light intensity in the 
room. The light hits the cards which have a relatively high degree of gloss and is transmitted through 
the small holes created by the cracks in the broken cards. The shields work in this case as a decora-
tive element giving atmosphere to the room and creates a flickering play of light and shadow in the 
room.

3.2 Study 02

Study 2 shows that the location of light-emitting surface greatly affects the impingement of daylight. 

When the aperture is placed high (Fig.6 & 7), light gets further into the room, while the part of the 
room near the wall with the opening becomes darker. In this situation there is not the same visual 
contact with the environment outside the room as in the other two situations in which the light open-
ing were positioned at eye level. 

In the situation (Fig.8 & 9) where the aperture is located at one side of the room light falls in front of 
the room. The white wall reflects the daylight and distributes the light further back in the room.

As in study 1 the plastic card design has a much larger shielding effect than the aluminum cans, that 
gives a pleasant atmosphere to the room.

4. Discussion
The quality of room light is normally considered in terms of the daylight-factor and contrasts. We 
have in this pilot project focused on measurements of the daylight factor in a neutral space with only 
one aperture. We have tested two newly developed shields from recycled materials with very differ-
ent character and appearance.

The first screening of cut aluminum cans (Fig.4) gave a comfortable daylight in the room when the 
light was distributed evenly and were scattered in all directions. An even light distribution is optimal 
in spaces used for residential and working, because a light distribution with too much drama will be 
perceived as disruptive to the activities being conducted in the room.

The shielding structure of closely spaced rings of aluminum cans, was experienced as a kind of blind 
in the room and softened the transition of light between indoors and out. From this we can conclude 
that shields which are bright and have a physical depth, have the great advantage that the light will 
vary over the shield and create a gradual transition between the dim light inside and the bright light 
outside. This makes it easier for the eye to perceive both inside the room and out through the fence. 
It also strongly indicates that shields which appear with a variation and structure across the interface 
are more pleasant to look at than evenly illuminated surfaces.

We expected that the cans highly reflective inner surface would have a dazzling and unpleasant ef-
fect in space. This was not the case which I presume is due to that the reflecting surfaces were many 



and small. If the rings and thus the reflecting surfaces been bigger the reflection of the rings in the 
opening probably would have been higher and therefore unpleasant to the eye.

It is really the effect we see in the shielding of plastic cards (Fig.5). The small holes that the broken 
cards create, contrast to the poorly lit insides of the cards, and are creating a flickering sense of in-
coming light. The darker surfaces of the solid plastic cards and the dark wooden frame  against the 
bright sky gave inappropriately greater contrast and also a feeling of more darkness in the room. This 
we assume is because it is the light surfaces the eye sees. This construction will be difficult to oper-
ate as daylight shielding in rooms with only one opening, but will lend itself better in rooms where a 
certain atmosphere is wanted or where there are many light openings.

Contrast is the difference between luminance of neighboring points, when we observe a specific 
object. If the differencing luminance is too small it may be hard to distinguish shapes and surfaces 
apart. If the difference, however, is too large, it is tiring for the eyes to adjust to.

In study 2, where the light openings with the shields were positioned differently (Fig.6,7,8 & 9), we 
found - not surprisingly - that the daylight came into the room differently, but that the perception of 
the shielding effect was the same. The position and of course the size of the shielding has therefore 
a certain influence of how the light is distributed in the room, while detailed window design has great 
importance for the visual effects. 

In the situation (Fig.4 & 5) where the aperture was positioned low in the middle of the room the space 
in the front next to the opening was lit, while in the situation where the aperture was positioned high  
(Fig.6 & 7) the light fell further into the room. In the third situation (Fig.8 & 9) where the aperture 
was positioned low in the side of the room the light the corner of the room was lit, but here the light 
also came further into the room than in the situation where the light opening was in the middle of the 
room. This is due to light reflection from the white wall next to the window space.

In both studies, the shields are positioned so that the room has only one opening. Direct light from 
only one direction gives higher contrast ratios and larger differences of luminance and thus can more 
easily blind the viewer. Diffuse lighting, on the other hand, gives blurred edges and lack of structure. 
The best lighting situations is therefore achieved when a room is provided by a combination of both 
direct and diffuse light, preferably from several directions.

We note that the room used in this study was too large (or conversely, that the light opening was too 
small) if the aim is to obtain an optimum amount of daylight in the entire room. An optimum amount 
of daylight is hard to define, though because it depends on the room’s function, but a daylight factor 
of 2% in a room is set as a standard factor for, what is “enough light”  and what feels comfortable. 
In both studies with and without shields, we achieved only a daylight factor of more than 2% in very 
small areas where the incidence of light was strongest. However, the size of the opening is not modi-
fying the perception or the quality of daylight, but only the quantity of daylight.

4.1 Elements of uncertainty 

It is important to note that the lighting conditions changed during the time the measurements were 
made. Optimally, the light measurements should be performed when it is overcast. In that condition 
you measure only skylight and neutral light level.

The room where the measurements were made is located in an urban context with surrounding 
buildings that reflects the light. This affects the light distribution in the room and thus the results.

The two shields are placed inside the glass, but are designed as exterior shields which might have 
a smaller influenced on the results.



5. Conclusion
Daylight conditions in a room is as expected, both materially dependent on any one the shield char-
acter and materials and light disc location. But the room’s distance from a given opening affects the 
lighting conditions.

We conclude that daylight shielding with aluminum cans are suitable for use in rooms used for stay-
ing (eg dwelling) as well as rooms used for work (eg office buildings), since it has a great spreading 
ability and creates a pleasant light in the room. One could however easily imagine that a further 
development of the shield e.g.an opportunity to make it flexible in relation to the climatic conditions 
would optimize this shield further.

The shields with plastic cards will not readily lend itself for use in rooms used for longer stays or for 
rooms with workspace function unless the room has several light opening. It will be best suited in 
rooms a decorative mood element is wanted because it only sends a small amount of daylight into 
the room and creates a more flickering light. On the other hand it does provide an interesting light / 
shadow play in space by direct sunlight.

This pilot project is seen as an important addition to the discussion on new forms of daylight shield-
ing in low energy houses. At the same time it aims at creating optimal daylight conditions which is 
important from an energy efficient and sustainable perspective.
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